
INSTALLATION GUIDE
Evo x billet catch can

Tools Required:
Vice Grips 
23mm Socket 
10mm Socket 
8mm Socket 
Ratchet 
-10 AN Wrench
6mm Allen 
Pliers 
Body panel clip remover 
Dead blow hammer 
Small piece of wood to 
 hammer on 

WHat’s in the box:
MAP Billet Catch Can assembled
Long -10AN Line 
Short -10AN Line
Rubber coolant line
- AN line clamp
Valve Cover Press in fitting 
Valve cover screw in fitting 
Slip on filter 
(2X) 12mm vacuum caps
10 mm vacuum cap
12mm spring clamp
Oil Drain Kit (Optional)

1. A-B - Remove engine cover 
and Cooling Plate 

2. Remove upper intercooler pipe 



3. Remove intake manifold to valve 
cover pcv hose

5. Remove valve cover barb, use a Vice Grip or Channel Locks to slowly wiggle 
and pull the fitting out of the valve cover, use heat if needed
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6. Remove valve cover fitting by 
unthreading it with a 23mm socket

7. Install included -10an fitting into valve cover by threading it in with a 23mm 
socket, make sure to tighten all the way down seating O-ring.

4. Remove intake to valve cover pcv hose



9. Remove factory coolant overflow 
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8A-B. Press in included -10an fitting into the valve cover by lightly hammering it with
rubber hammer, place a small piece of wood over the fitting to protect it if need be.

10A-B.  Remove overflow bracket

11. Install Map catch can into place, securing with the factory bolt hole used for the factory overflow. The kit includes a nyloc 
nut that secures underneath to prevent the bolt from coming loose during heavily spirited driving or large amounts of vibrations.



13a-b. Run rubber coolant overflow line 
to radiator
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12a-b. Route and attach AN lines as pictured, be sure to cap the open vacuum port on 
intake manifold and intake with included caps. install line clamp as shown

14A-B. Remove cap for the overflow and the overflow level indicator, fill until 
bobber reaches half full, reinstall cap

15. Start and check for leaks, and validate 
coolant level is full after running up to temp.
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16a-b. Reinstall upper intercooler pipe, Engine Cover, and Cooling plate 

THank you for choosing maperformance!

If you have any problems or concerns during installation of this product, feel free to call or email us: 

1-888-MAPERFORMANCE
ajohnson@maperformance.com

Show us some photos! @maperformance / #maperformance


